Introduction

Features

TUGBOT is an autonomous mobile robot (AMR) designed and
manufactured by RoboSavvy in Portugal. Powered by MOV.AI,
an automation software framework based on ROS, TUGBOT is
an intelligent, safe, stable, flexible and precise AMR designed
to help companies of all sizes on their intra-logistics processes
by optimising workflows, freeing staff to perform added value
tasks, increasing productivity and reducing costs.

Flexible & Agile
Autonomous navigation and trajectory planning reaching up to
5 m/s. TUGBOT can follow a path on a map or memorize and
repeat a path. It can follow a person or another TUGBOT.
TUGBOT can also carry a Robot Arm or any other device on
the top of it.

TUGBOT benefits are not exclusive to industrial and logistics
businesses. Due to its affordable pricing, high levels of safety,
flexibility and powerful easy-to-use software based on ROS,
TUGBOT is the best AMR for higher-education, universities
and researchers to explore the full potential of an autonomous
mobile robot in their projects.
RoboSavvy is committed to support the education and
research sectors so your entity might be entitled for a 20%
discount on the RRP of TUGBOT.
Please get in touch for more information.

Get a Quote

Contact Us

Safe & Reliable
Accurate obstacle detection system for a safe operation
collaborating with people and avoiding collision. TUGBOT has
autonomous engagement of payload and charging.
Easy to use & Scalable
Powered by MOV.AI a software built on top of ROS, designed
to accelerate and facilitate the deployment of large fleets of
robots. TUGBOT can be adapted to tow any cart and to
communicate with any pre-existing software or automation
system.
Viable & Future Proof
The average ROI for a TUGBOT system is 12 months and the
robot comes with Industry 4.0 enabler producing real time
data.

Technical specifications

Localization

Product Details
Collaborative autonomous mobile platform
2 motorized + 2 castor wheels for low
mounted payloads
Pulls any wheeled payload

1x RGB camera (rear)
Localization options:
LIDAR
3D vision
Infrared depth camera
GPS (outdoors)
Visual Markers and Camera
Ultrasonic beacons / laser lighthouse / wifi beacon

Dimensions
Size: 741 × 640 × 463 mm [LxWxH]

Weight
40 kg

Mapping / Path Definition

Max Pull Force

Automatic Mapping
Follow-me path planning
Sketch work areas on the map
Path sketching
Geofencing

250 kg

Max Speed
5 m/s

Max Incline

Navigation Behaviors

5°

Follow object or person
Seeking
Seek and Fetch

Operation Environment
Indoor & Outdoor

Standard Behaviors

Attachments

Battery charging behavior
Obstacle behavior
Intersection behavior

Mechanical tow hook adjustable to any cart

Battery
55V/450Wh Li-Ion

Safety

Battery Life

Emergency stop switch
Obstacle detection 360°
Warning light (revolving orange light)
Sound Warnings
RGB Status LEDs

6 hours

Battery Charging
Docking Station

Charging Time

Control

50% 1 hr, 100% 2.5 hrs

Any tablet web browser (HTML5 interface)
Remote control device
Voice
Glove
AR Glasses

PC
Mini-itx motherboard with
Intel core i5 3.0GHz
8Gb DDR3 RAM
120Gb SSD HD

Communication
Bluetooth
WiFi
Ethernet
2x USB

Sensors/Cameras
1x Front Lidar – hokuyo UAM-05LP-T301
ISO13849-1, IEC61496-1/3
1x Rear Lidar – hokuyo urg-04lx
1x RGBd camera (front)
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